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Surplus saves money and history

CWU SURPLUS WAREHOUSE
Alley off 14th Avenue between B and D Streets
FEBRUARY AUCTIONS 24-26:
Thursday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Friday 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Regular hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday-Friday
BY IRIS DIMMICK

Staff Reporter

If you’ve never heard of it, don’t worry, it has slipped past the bargain-hunting
radar of many a student, professor and
community member.
Located off of 14th Avenue, the CWU
Surplus Property Warehouse is made entirely of wood, including the handicapped
accessible walkway that snakes back and
forth to the front door. If you show up between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. on any weekday,
don’t be mislead by the empty parking lot
– it’s open. Walk inside and Materials Resource Manager Dave Moffatt will almost
always be there to greet you.
He’s a combination of rough hands,
dusty blue jeans and genuine politeness
that exceeds his job description; if he
knows your name, he’ll use it often in
conversation. His young, energetic voice
betrays his middle-age. Moffatt is eager
to show customers around and highlight
new and useful items.
“It’s Christmas everyday out here,”
Moffatt said. There are enough old, but
working, VCRs to build a fort that may
be able to travel in time. A rack of old
textbooks with outdated economic theo-

ries and void psychological therapy approaches and a map that forgot Iceland.
A reel-to-reel recording device which
could have come from a 1940s Russian
spy movie. A box of amber glass ashtrays from when students could smoke
cigarettes while taking a math quiz and
enough forgotten scarves to appease any
adult giraffe.
“These are kind of trippy,” Moffatt says with a laugh as he points to a
driver-training system that looks like an
arcade racing game and approximately
175 crisp, red and white marching band
uniforms, complete with frilly undershirts
and hats. These items and more will be
for sale Feb. 24-26 at the silent auction.
There are shelves full of three-ring
binders and desk-top ﬁle shelves, only 50
cents. Flash-drives, either lost in computer labs or left behind in dorms, are only
$5. A majority of items are sold for a very
small fraction of their original worth,
“pennies on the dollar,” Moffatt said.
Nicholas Bate, junior technology education major, found just what he needed
at the warehouse.
“I bought pickle buckets to grow tomatoes upside down in,” Bate said. They
“cost only 25 cents each ... I want a jungle

in my backyard.”
The inventory of the Surplus Warehouse comes from all university buildings, including branch campuses, from
ﬁle cabinets to laboratory equipment
and abandoned belongings from student
housing. Some items are sold by way of
silent or sealed bid auction and some at
a ﬁxed price.
“Students don’t realize that whatever
you leave behind, someone else is going
to see,” said Jason Bakeman, full-time
employee of the warehouse and CWU
graduate. During his eight years at the
warehouse he’s seen guns, guitars, hookahs, photos of children and family,
bongs, bank and tax records, personal
journals, love letters, hate letters and even
envelopes ﬁlled with cash.
Illegal items are handed over to campus police and Bakeman makes attempts
to contact owners of more expensive
items through campus records and intranet classiﬁeds.
“We’re the last resort for [people looking] for lost items,” Bakeman said. But
after 60 days, anything left in a dorm beCWU SURPLUS
CONTINUED ON P.4

IRIS DIMMICK

BURIED TREASURE TOP the
warehouse sells a variety of items and
makes between $20,000-40,000 annually, which is used to support other
areas such as campus dining. BOTTOM
Strange purchases can be found in the
warehouse, including over 170 marching
band uniforms.

Pedestrian peril

Driver and pedestrian caution urged as nine people are struck by vehicles since September
Staff Reporters

It was dark and there was no crosswalk where Naomi
McMechan darted out over a snow bank to cross D Street
on Jan. 19. The driver remembers catching a glimpse of
her in the headlights of her car before the collision, but
there was no time to stop.
“I hit her before I even put on the brakes,” said the
driver of the four-door Subaru that struck McMechan.
The driver didn’t see her until she hit the windshield.
The accident broke McMechan’s leg.
Back in October, Hannah Tullar had a similar experience while crossing B Street at a marked crosswalk when
a red truck failed to stop and struck Tullar on the left arm
and shoulder, causing her to be pushed back by the impact. The driver never stopped. According to police reports, the impact pushed her back but she was uninjured.
Since September, nine people have been struck by vehicles in Ellensburg, seven of the incidents occurred near
campus.
The number of incidents isn’t unusually high, said
Capt. Dan Hansberry of the Ellensburg Police. But
“what seems out of the norm are the two more serious
incidents that we’ve had.”
Hansberry points out that the intersections of Uni-

versity Way and D Street and University Way and Main ercise science major said.
Street have the greatest potential for pedestrians to be hit.
Porcincula thinks that responsibility lies with not only
This, he said, is because pedestrians and motorists may the driver or pedestrian but lies equally with both parties.
share the right of way and because pedestrians may not He believes that students should be smart about crossing
obey the crossing lights.
the street by looking for signals that
“Drivers need to really look both
it is safe to cross.
ways at the crosswalk” and not rely
“Usually the person waits or the
Don’t assume that ve- driver waves them through,” Luvera
on the pedestrian crossing light,
hicles are going to stop at said. Hansberry agrees that it’s imHansberry said.
According to police, lack of
all stop signs or red lights portant to at least make eye contact
awareness on both the driver’s and
drivers.
because drivers become withThe
pedestrian’s part was to blame.
City of Ellensburg Public
and some- Works department usually tries to
“A good safety tip is for pedes- distracted
trians and bicyclists is to always be times fail to stop.
touch up the crosswalks in spring
aware of their surroundings,” said
but said it has no immediate plans
Captain Mike Luvera of the UniverMIKE LUVERA to renovate crosswalks or add more
sity Police. “Don’t assume that vehiCaptain, University Police streetlights.
cles are going to stop at all stop signs
“We’ll be repainting the crossor red lights because drivers become
walks later this year so they’re more
distracted and sometimes fail to stop.”
visible,” Rodney Berge, street foreman, said.
Luvera also suggested that pedestrians wearing
Due to the high number of pedestrian-car related inheadphones while walking should keep the volume low cidents, students should exercise caution when crossing
enough to be able to hear the trafﬁc or other dangers. It’s the street.
also important to use crosswalks and obey trafﬁc signals.
Said Hansberry: “It’s the same old stuff they’ve heard
“For me personally, it’s ﬁne. Where I walk I’ve never since they were kids:” Look both ways and wait to cross.
seen anything happen,” Jeoff Porcincula, sophomore ex-

“

“

BY NICHOLE WILLIAMSON AND NINA KANARSKAYA
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Bill could give WA universities
authority to set tuition rates

Wing
Central
opens in
Seattle

BY PETER OʼCAIN

Senior Reporter

BY WESTON MORROW

Staff Reporter

Sports fans and college students at the
University of Washington have a new haven at Wing Central’s new Seattle location.
Located at 4524 University Way NE,
the new restaurant is the ﬁrst expansion
out of Ellensburg for owners Jim and
Shannon Rowe.
The couple, who opened the Roadhouse Grill in Ellensburg in 2009, has
been planning the new location for awhile.
“When we opened in Ellensburg nine
years ago, our plans were to expand,” Jim
Rowe said. “We’ve always been looking to
expand.”
The UW location opened on Jan. 5.
The restaurant is Husky themed with
purple and gold decorations. If there’s a
Husky game on, it will be prominently
displayed on the number of large TVs
covering the walls.
Katelyn Muir, manager at the Ellensburg Wing Central, said the menu at the
Seattle location will include items from
the Roadhouse as well as Wing Central.
The Roadhouse makes wings differently than Wing Central, causing possible
concern about how the new location will
handle theirs. However, wing lovers need
not worry: Muir said the wings in Seattle
will be prepared as they always have at
Wing Central.
Several new items have been created at
the Seattle restaurant, including a 22-inch
hot dog called the Big Dawg, in support
of the Huskies. Another menu item is

KEN STANTON

the Scholarship Burger; when purchased,
Wing Central will donate a dollar to a
UW scholarship fund.
“Some of the stuff we’re doing will be
sent back to Ellensburg,” Jim Rowe said.
They’ve even made the Hell Wing hotter. The record for eating the wings in one
sitting stands at 43 in Ellensburg and ﬁve
in Seattle.
So far the Seattle crowd has responded
well to the new restaurant, but the loyalty
of Central alums and students has been a
boon to the new location.
“Twenty ﬁve percent of our customers
are either Central students or grads,” Jim
Rowe said.
Jim Rowe said several Central coaches
had already visited the Seattle location.
The Central rugby team was invited in
after their game against UW.
The Rowes said they plan to continue
expanding. “We want to open another
one in the Seattle area right away and
then [open locations at] all the Pac-12
schools,” Jim Rowe said.
Much of Wing Central’s proﬁts are
based on college students who come in
to enjoy the wings and beer and to watch
their university’s teams play.
“We love working with college students, but at the same time we want to
open a few in Seattle,” Jim Rowe said.
With the continued success of Wing
Central’s Seattle location, customers can
expect new locations to begin popping up
around the Northwest.

Entrepreneurship Tour

A guide from alumni and professionals to
succeed in the multi-million dollar industry
BY MATTHEW WILCOX

Staff Reporter

On Tuesday students gathered in the
SURC Ballroom to attend the Extreme
Entrepreneur Tour (EET).
The event featured speakers such as
David Gardner, Elizabeth Saunders and
Arel Moodie, entrepreneurs who have
created or sold million-dollar companies
before the age of 30.
All majors were welcome at the event,
which ran from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m., and students even had the chance to share the
spotlight and present their ideas with all
in attendance. Some of the ideas included zombie video games, iPhone apps, and
a medicinal marijuana co-op.
One of the activities during the event
included students turning to one another,
sharing personal goals and business ideas,
while the other offered encouragement.
“The biggest mistake you can make is
keeping the things you want to yourself,”
said Moodie, a 24-year-old entrepreneur
who started a company while in college
that “helps college students ﬁnd off-campus housing, roommates and sublets.”
Students were encouraged to put their
ideas and plans in writing. Handbooks
were given out to everyone with detailed
steps to start a business. Some of the steps
include creating a logo, setting up a 1-800

number, creating a website, as well as getting business cards.
“It’s for students, to give them motivation and the conﬁdence to say, “Yes I can
do this, yes I can take my ideas to the next
level,”’ said Jackie Johnson of Career Services.
Career Services will be offering help to
students who wish to learn how to write
a business plan, and may then enter the
SOURCE competition.
The event’s speakers offered advice to
those aspiring to start their own business.
“Think about what skills you have, the
talents you already have, where you are
right now so that you can be successful
right now,” speaker Elizabeth Saunders
said.
Saunders has been published in over
50 magazines from across the United
States.
“It has never been easier or more important for students to start a business and
think entrepreneurially,” according to
the EET website. “In a world of rapidly
evolving technology and globalization,
being able to leverage the entrepreneurial
mindset regardless of career path is critical to success.”
Downtown Ellensburg businesses also
took part and hosted a luncheon with 70
randomly selected individuals who registered online.

If it passes, House Bill 1795 will put
tuition rates in the control of baccalaureate institutions rather than the legislature.
This would let Central’s Board of Trustees set tuition for Central students.
Linda Schactler, director of public affairs, said HB 1795 would also widen the
umbrella of the State Need Grant (SNG),
which currently provides ﬁnancial aid to
students whose family income is 70 percent or less of the median family income.
Under HB 1795, the SNG would cover
students whose family income is 125
percent of the median family income,
Schactler said. However, HB 1795, which
is being sponsored by Rep. Reuven Carlyle, is still under transition and could be
subject to change.
HB 1795 would also mitigate the effects of tuition increases. Under HB 1795,
half of all tuition that is increased by 7
percent per year at public colleges, would
have to be used to support ﬁnancial aid
for middle-class students whose income
was up to 125 percent of the median family income. This would signiﬁcantly increase the amount of students who would
be eligible for ﬁnancial aid.
Another house bill that is being considered by the Legislature is HB 1654, which
if passed, would require institutions to
charge students who exceed 125 percent
of the credits needed to graduate either a
non-resident or graduate tuition rate. According to Schactler, there are “remarkCWU SURPLUS
CONTINUED FROM P.3

comes state property and the University
is required by law to offer it for sale to the
public. Of course, Bakeman explained,
very personal items, such as diaries, are
thrown away and ﬁles are deleted off of
any item they sell.
Twenty years ago, when Moffatt started working at the warehouse, which had
been in operation since the early 70s, he
noticed they were selling one-of-a-kind
pieces of work, rare equipment and ofﬁce
supplies that date back to the very beginning of Central, when it was called Washington State Normal School in 1891.
He couldn’t watch any more “pieces
of Central’s history” walk out the door, so
he began holding back rare and antique
items.
“Some [artifacts] represent departments that are no longer ... It’s important
to remember,” said Moffatt, who now displays and maintains more than 1,500 his-

ably few” students who exceed the 125
percent mark, but it does happen.
“The bill assumes every 17 or 18-yearold student knows what they want to be.
It’s not true,” Schactler said.
Schactler also noted that the point of
a liberal arts college is to allow students
to learn and grow, but HB 1654 works
against that ideal. Even so, the state is
struggling to fund many issues, so HB
1654 may have a chance to pass, Schactler
said. HB 1654 would also require the
Education Data Center at the Ofﬁce of
Financial Management to count the number of students who exceed the 125 percent mark to get a degree and report their
ﬁndings to the legislature annually.
Continuing with the state’s drive to cut
costs is HB 1394, which allows higher education institutions to bypass restrictions
that were imposed on meetings, personal
service contracts, equipment purchases,
out-of-state travel and hiring. Essentially,
it allows institutions to function without
having to submit requests to the legislature, thus saving the state time and money
it would have spent on paperwork.
“We would really like students to come
and rally to show their support for education” this Monday, said Central Student
Representative Mike Merz.
Merz said there will be vans to take
students from Central to Olympia. For
information on reserving a seat in a van,
Merz suggests contacting the BOD Vice
President for Legislative Affairs Rebekah
Schoonover by either phone at (509) 9631696 or e-mail at schoonor@cwu.edu.

torical CWU artifacts in several protected
cabinets around the warehouse.
One of Moffatt’s favorite things to do
at work is to watch the “newbies” walk
into the warehouse.
“They’ll usually do a 180,” Moffatt
said, as he mimics the lazy-susan reaction
with an open-mouth and gaze shifting up,
down, left and right.
Moffatt is informative and enthusiastic
when answering the questions of curious
community members about various pieces. He’s especially proud of the original
“master clock,” which was used to set all
other clocks on campus, as well as an antique adding machine.
Whether you happen to be in the market for school supplies, a full-size punching bag, furniture, an old-school slideprojector or just looking for ways to spend
a rainy afternoon in Ellensburg, consider
marking the Central Surplus sale on your
fancy “ipodroidberry” and take a look at
how things used to be done -- you know,
like on a piece of paper.
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Random Acts of Kindness Week

Rack up your karma in the nationwide event
BY KELSEY HOPKINS

Staff Reporter

It’s lunchtime in the SURC. A boy
walks around with a bag of candy, handing lollipops to every girl he sees, along
with a pleasant, “Happy Valentine’s
Day!” as part of Random Acts of Kindness (RAK) week here at Central.
RAK week is run by the Civic Engagement Center, which encourages students
to get involved.
“There is always stuff for anyone to
do in this office,” said Ashley Mastin, senior art major and coordinator of RAK
week. “The goal is to exemplify unity
around campus. We have several campaigns bringing a lot of awareness to the
students.”
One such campaign includes tables in
the SURC all week, featuring different activities for students to participate in.
“One day there will be lollipops with
nice sayings on them to hand out to students,” Mastin said. “There will also be
crafts available at the tables. You can stop
and create a poster to show appreciation
for RAs.”
Stop by the table in the SURC pit
and you will be met with friendly fellow
students distributing candy and other articles.
Zac McDonald, freshman undeclared,
handed out candy and observed the way it
made some students smile.
“It’s fun to see people’s reactions,” McDonald said. “Some people just walked

by. But others were like, ‘This is really
cool.’ ”
There will be an information board in
the SURC all week letting students know
how they can get involved.
“It’s a good cause to get involved in,”
said Lana Abuhudra, junior business major, who worked at the table.
The Civic Engagement Center is also
distributing apples, goody bags and thank
you cards to faculty and staff during the
week. Nutrition and law and justice majors are baking cookies for police and fire
personnel.
Residence halls will also be receiving
“you-finish boxes,” which are meant for
the residents to complete with their RA.
“They have all the instructions inside,”
said Kelli Macleod, senior visual arts education major and service learning fellow
for the Civic Engagement Center. The
boxes include crafts that the residents
complete together and signs to put up
around their hall.
“It’s just our way of getting students
involved,” Macleod said.
Aside from all of the planned activities, RAK week is still meant to be random. Students are encouraged to go out
of their way each day to do something
nice for someone.
“It doesn’t have to be big -- holding
doors open, giving someone a smile. It’s
small things that can matter,” Mastin said.
The event ends Friday, so students
are encouraged to visit the tables in the
SURC or room 256B while they still can.

5

What will you do for Random Acts
of Kindness week?
“I will buy someone dinner
at the SURC on Thursday the
17th at 9:36 p.m. ”
Nate Ryser
Freshman
Russian

“I’m going to open a breast
cancer awareness booth and
give free lump exams. ”
Jesse Ransavage
Junior
Recreation Tourism

“Write a letter of appreciation to my mailman and put it
in my mailbox. ”
Sarah Abenilla
Senior
Business HR

OPINION
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Using common sense Lack of education about drugs
while in the crosswalk leads to unsafe use, addiction
campus, with the exception of UniverThis week,
sity Way, aren’t very pedestrian friendly.
we’re running
Alder Street lacks crosswalks except at
a story on
intersections and D Street has multiple
the problems
crosswalks, but they are often hard to
of
pedestrispot.
ans being hit
around camUsing crosswalks is the safest way to
pus.
From
cross the road. Jaywalking is not only ilexperience, I
legal, but it’s dangerous.
can tell you
Just like driving, being safe when
it often gets BY ANTHONY JAMES
walking around campus is a two-way
dangerous out Editor-in-Chief
street. Drivers also need to be cautious.
there.
Running late to class, it’s not uncomDrivers in
mon for drivers to speed to ﬁnd a parka hurry, or not paying attention, create a ing spot in time. This makes the roads
hazard for everybody. Students walking dangerous for pedestrians and drivers
to or from class aren’t always the most alike and doesn’t really save any time.
attentive. Music blaring in their ears
Speeding in the parking lots is also a
doesn’t help either.
common occurrence.
As a pedestrian, I
can’t tell you how
Look both ways Imany
avoid crossing D Street
times I’ve come
if possible. I’ve seen before crossing, use close to being hit while
a few close calls and designated sidewalks walking to my car.
had a few more while and wait for vehicles
Just as pedestrians
driving down the road
need to be more cauas pedestrians, usu- to stop before cross- tious, so do drivers.
If everybody Slow down and in arally jaywalking, simply ing.
stepped out into the abided by these sim- eas where pedestrians
road.
ple steps, accidents ... cross the street often
In kindergarten, we
and in parking lots.
learned how to safely would be reduced.
It’s unfortunate that
cross the street. The
people have been hit
old rules still apply:
while walking on the
look both ways before crossing, use des- streets of Ellensburg. Hopefully, this can
ignated sidewalks and wait for vehicles serve as a wake up call. Maybe the city
to stop before crossing. If everybody and university will partner together and
abided by these simple steps, accidents install better crosswalk markings and in
between pedestrians and vehicles would the mean time, drivers and pedestrians
be reduced.
will be more aware of their surroundMost streets around the Central ings.

“

their friends are taking it. This lack of
I would like to
knowledge could be preventable.
talk to you about
Nowadays, the internet has an imdrugs. Now this
mense amount of information. One
isn’t your stansite, Erowid.org, has “non-judgmental”
dard, “drugs are
information on psychoactive drugs. The
bad,” or “don’t
site’s vision states, “We imagine a world
do drugs” speech.
Nor am I in anywhere people treat psychoactives with reway telling you
spect and awareness; where people work
that you should
together to collect and share knowledge
take drugs. It’s a BY GARRETT GAGE
in ways that strengthen their underchoice that you Copy Desk
standing of themselves and provide inas a responsible
sight into the complex choices faced by
adult can make
individuals and societfor yourself.
ies alike.”
I feel that drugs
What i’m going to
By not enlightening
talk about is an ap- aren’t the problem; you, the government is
proach to viewing
adequately preparit’s the lack of educa- not
drugs. I feel that drugs
ing you to make wellaren’t the problem; it’s tion about drugs.
educated decisions. At
the lack of education
the very least, someone
about drugs.
should explain what
The current government standpoint you should do when curiosity prevails
that drugs are bad and that you just over the scare tactics, which have long
shouldn’t do drugs is a ridiculous and been beaten into our brains. As young
dangerous idea to put into the minds adults, you believe that you are invinof youths. All it does is breed ignorance cible and you should. That’s how you
about drugs and produces a taboo sub- should live life, but you should never let
ject, which constructs a web of curiosity that feeling inﬂuence or override what
about drugs.
you know to be right.
Young adults, especially when they
So, if the government doesn’t give
get into college, seem to inquire, “What you all the data, then you need to do
are these substances about?” Most peo- some research before trying it. Expand
ple don’t do any research about what your mind, which is what the drugs are
they are about to put into their bodies. supposed to do anyway.
They just do it because it’s available and

“

“

Utilizing simple rules learned in elementary school
can keep both pedestrians and drivers safe

VISUAL STIMULATION

“

Dear Readers,
The Observer welcomes brief letters (300 words or less) from readers on current issues. Please
include your full name and university afﬁliation: year and major, degree and year graduated,
or staff position and department. To be printed in the following weekʼs issue, please e-mail your
letters to cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com by 5 p.m. Monday. The Observer reserves the right to
edit for style and length. Anonymous letters will not be considered.

Corrections

- In a story titled “Students learn to exercise
their mind and body” (Issue 5, Feb. 10) Katy
Lauderback’s quote was intended to say that
the class was the first yoga class she has taken
seriously.

- In the map for a story titled “Reduce, reuse,
recycle” (Issue 5, Feb. 10), the recycling center on Elmview Road is not correctly listed.
To access the site, take Falon Road. Hours are - Central’s Student Empowerment Center did
Monday-Wednesday, 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and not sponsor the “Get to Know the Animal”
event for Manuary.
Thursday-Friday, noon to 2:30 p.m.

About The Observer
JACKIE JOHANSON

Deadlines
Weekend sports information: Monday 5 p.m.
Letters to the editor: Sunday 5 p.m.

Entertainment, meetings, calendar events, display
ads, classified ads: Friday 5 p.m.

Sections

General/Editor-in-Chief: cwuobserver@
gmail.com
News: cwuobservernews@gmail.com

CWU, 400 E. University Way
Boullion Hall 222
Ellensburg, WA 98926

Scene: cwuobserverscene@gmail.com
Sports: cwuobserversports@gmail.com
Opinion: cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com

Contact Us

9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
509-963-1073
cwuobserver@gmail.com

“There are no constraints on the
human mind, no walls around
the human spirit, no barriers to
our progress except those we ourselves erect.”
- President Ronald Reagan

“The reason I play Wii games, other than
Guitar Hero, is because it is a social gaming experience,” said actor Wil Wheaton during his
Penny Arcade Expo (PAX) keynote speech in
2007. This speech, which launched the concept that gaming is a social medium into the
mainstream, has rang true among thousands if
not millions of gamers worldwide. Sadly, however, for one in ten gamers the social experience
of gaming has become something else.
Addiction to electronic media is a growing
trend among college students and teenagers
across the world. What are the symptoms and
how can we, as students, help friends suffering
with an addiction to video games?
To ﬁrst understand the problem, it is important to learn what the symptoms are. Most
people assume that quatitative time spent playing video games are the primary cause of addiction. While individuals who are addicted
do play for large periods of times, there are
also functional gamers who play more than 14
hours a week. While many addiction resources
will say that more than two hours per day of

Staff Reporter

BY BRYAN EATON

the right track but do not offer long-term care
treatment.
“We don’t have any counselors who are
trained in the area of addiction,” said Rhonda
McKinney of the Counseling Center. “It’s not
really an area of our expertise.”
Fortunately, for individuals struggling with
addiction to gaming and the internet, a treatment facility called reSTART opened in 2009
in Fall City. ReSTART is a 12-step program
with a complete detox program. More information on their program can be found at www.
netaddictionrecovery.com.
In addition to professional counseling,
friends and families of individuals suffering
from gaming addiction should also assist in the
care and treatment. No individuals suffering or
recovering from gaming addiction were available for comment.
For immediate assistance on campus, individuals are advised to call the counseling center
at (509) 963-1391. ReSTART can be reached
by phone (800) 682-6934 or by email at restart@NetAddictionRecovery.com.

NICOLE SWAPP

Scene Editor

Nicole Swapp cwuobserverscene@gmail.com

JUST LET ME BEAT THIS LAST LEVEL Katy Lauderback, junior public health major, spends many
hours watching her boyfriend Matt Berg, junior accounting major, play video games.

gaming is the ﬁrst symptom, it is important to
note that if this is their only symptom, you do
not have an addicted friend.
Most symptoms of gaming addiction are
similar to the psychological addictions of compulsive gambling. These include lying about the
amount of time spent playing video games, signiﬁcant weight gain or loss, disrupted sleep patterns, playing at work or in class, spacing out,
and avoiding social contact.
Students with obsessive compulsive disorder
and depression are high risk individuals for any
type of behavioral addiction. In addition, rates
for addiction seem to be higher among individuals who play massively multiplayer online roleplaying game (MMORPG). It is also important
to remember that these must be directly related
to video game consumption, because many students exhibit these symptoms for a myriad of
other reasons as well.
If you believe you or someone you know suffers from addiction of any sort, it is important
to help them ﬁnd proper counseling. The counseling center can help students get started on

Video game addicts
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A student philosopher
who sets “high” goals

Ryan Brill shares how he wants to keep his name a legacy
BY STEFANIE BURGER

Staff Reporter

Ryan Brill is a senior philosophy major
heavily involved on campus but his opinions stretch far beyond.
Brill is part of the Catholic Campus
Ministry, Phi Sigma Tau (international
philosophical honors society), Philosophy
and Religious Studies Club and EQuAL
on top of being the president of the
Young Americans for Liberty Club.
Brill said that the club made up of students who believe strongly in the Western
liberal ideals of individuality and free
speech. They encourage activism which
promotes these ideals and wish to be a
place where students can come to engage
with others in a positive, constructive way.
Brill inherited the club from the former president and enjoys being the club’s
president.
He is someone who’s interest in poli-

tics at all levels is constantly apparent. He
likes politics because he believes that it is
precisely politics that literally governs our
everyday lives. Brill fears a world in which
people may become apathetic towards the
larger picture.
“We cannot sit idly by and allow others to destroy everything our forefathers
built for us,” Brill said.
He claims to have learned many lessons while working on campus as an office
assistant in the Campus Life administrative office.
“Bureaucracy is a beautiful thing, a
tender plant which needs the love and
care of the wise in order to maintain order and truth in a dark world,” Brill said.
Brill thinks that most college students,
including himself at times, would much
rather eat Hot Pockets and play Wii instead of watching the State of The Union
address and that it’s a shame that more
college students don’t pay attention to the

cost of tuition or the rising amount of
debt acquired within our nation.
Brill said he realizes that the world is a
tough place but that it doesn’t always need
to be taken so seriously. He spoke of an
experience on campus as his fondest memory.
He saw a girl crying on the
steps of Shaw-Smyser and he
wondered “why she was crying?”
He then realized that there is no
saving others from the realities of
the world no matter how harsh
they were.
Brill then found himself laying
in the middle of the intramural
fields watching the sky.
Because of those moments,
Brill would like a tree planted in
his honor after he leaves Central.
“A little tree with a little cement block in front of it,” he said.
“In 20 years I want students to
legally light up a joint under that
tree, kick that cement block, and
wonder, who was this asshole?”
Sherrod Sims, senior music
major and a friend of Brill, described him as a good friend and
someone who gives wise advice
and is a shoulder to lean on.
Brill will graduate this spring
and says that his long-time goals

are to achieve “immortality and fame by
way of teaching philosophy and writing
books.”
He also hopes to make millions and die
happy.

STEFANIE BURGER

Supporting the community is what they love doing
BY CHRIS CHRISTENSEN

Staff Reporter

People who love helping others and
strive to combat hunger, promote peace
and help provide humanitarian service in
your community are probably the members of Central’s Rotaract Club.
The club believes in the motto “service
above self ” and is the college version of
Rotary International, the world’s first service club organization.
“We do community service both on
campus and off,” said Rebecca IkedaChandler, club president.
The club has volunteered and raised
money for Operation ELF through the

Student Empowerment Center as well
as done Rake N’ Roll with the Civic Engagement Center.
“For the Rake N’ Roll, we went around
and knocked on people’s doors and asked
if we could rake their lawns and bag the
leaves,” said Rebekah Schoonover, club
member. “I think we raked about 10-15
yards. There were about six of us and we
all had a really good time.”
Rotaract also helped and had their
own fundraiser at Rotary’s Fall Fundraiser and volunteered at Ellensburg National
Art Show through Western Art Association.
This quarter, the club will be playing
Wii with the members at the Adult Ac-

tivity Center and hopefully have a game
night at Hearthstone Cottage.
Another goal is to get involved with an
Interact Club, which is the high school
version of Rotary International.
This spring, Rotaract will be sponsoring the Rotary District Conference on
Central’s campus as well as sending some
members to Canada for a leadership conference called Rotary Youth Leadership
Awards (RYLA).
Rotaract provides opportunities for
scholarships, conferences and networking
with those in the same field the Rotarians
will work in. “We are always open to new
ideas and projects,” said Ikeda-Chandler.
“I got involved in Rotaract because I

wanted to do community service,” said
Schoonover. “I am very interested in being a member of Rotary when I am older.”
The local Rotary groups are very supportive and welcoming to Central’s club.
“To me, the club means a lot. It’s a
great group of friends that all have the
desire to help our community,” said Alex
Lacey, club senator. “I’m really happy to
be a part of it.”
Rotary International is open to anyone, regardless of race, creed, color and
culture. They are nonpolitical, nonreligious and have over a million members
worldwide.

RACHEL PARISH

MEETING TIME Rotaract club members attend to business at Monday nights meeting.

A father, author, lawyer and teacher
Charles Reasons does it all while helping Central students
BY LINDSAY TROTT

Assistant Scene Editor

Charles Reasons, Central law and justice professor and department chair, decided to quit his job of fifteen years teaching law & society classes at the University
of Calgary in order to fulfill a lifelong ambition of becoming a lawyer.
He said that while his fellow co-workers thought the idea of him giving up his
teaching position to become a student
again was crazy, it was something that he
felt the need to persue.
“Practicing law was exciting and exhilarating but I realized I wanted to return to
academe,” Reasons said.
Wanting to have more time for reflection, as well as wanting to impart knowl-

edge and work alongside his students,
Reasons made a return to teaching.
He specializes in law, criminal justice
and minorities, criminology, crime and
comparative homicide between the United States and Canada.
Reasons didn’t always have dreams of
becoming a lawyer. In fact he followed his
older brother’s footsteps attending college
on a football scholarship with the intention of becoming a high school coach.
But during his time at college he discovered other interests as he furthered his
education, eventually deciding that teaching college students was a better fit.
“I enjoy working with them and seeing
them succeed, it’s exciting and always different,” Reasons said.
Originally from Bremerton, Reasons

left the country for Canada in 1974,
where he still holds dual citizenship, with
his wife and young son.
“We weren’t happy with things that
were happening politically,” Reasons said.
Wanting to remain on the west coast,

JACOB PERROTTI

moving to Vancouver, B.C. seemed to be
the perfect place.
Reasons has taught and done research
in both the United States and Canada,
and he spent a sabbatical continuing his
work in Australia. He is an author of nine T
books whose subject matter deal with is- s
sues of law and social change.
Now working on starting a new master’s in science law & justice program at
the CWU Des Moines campus, Reasons
looks forward to starting the program that
has been in the works since he came to
Central in 1999. The night and weekend
program is aimed toward students who
are working and wish to further their law
and justice education.
“We pride our program in being involved in the local community, state community and national community in terms
of law and justice issues,” Reasons said.
“We’re not afraid to address issues of social justice in the community and larger
community.”
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Ellensburg born Star
Anna jams at Raw Space
BY ALYSSA HOARD

Staff Reporter

Last Friday, Mark Pickerel And His
Praying Hands with headliner Star Anna
and the Laughing Dogs took the stage at
Raw Space. The all-ages performance
venue allowed the community to come together through music as both locally-born
lead singers returned home for their ﬁrst
show together.
The room showed high anticipation
for both acts as it was ﬁlled with many
family members, friends and closely knitted fans of Star Anna.
“It’s always a great feeling to be back
and perform here,” Star Anna said, while
mixing a can of tomato juice into her beer
before the show.
Opening band Mark Pickerel And His
Praying Hands started the show off with
a country-rock vibe.
Their last record, “Cody’s Dream,”
was recorded in 2008 with independent
label Bloodshot Records. Mark Pickerel has quite an impressive music background, from playing on Brandi Carlile’s
album and performing with a band from
Aberdeen that you may have heard of,
Nirvana.
Growing up in Ellensburg, Pickerel began his musical career drumming for the
Screaming Trees, a grungy local band.
Now a singer, he dedicated his song “Coyote” on stage to his old group.
Pickerel moved to center stage to sing
songs about heartache. His deep moody
voice gives off an indie country sound in

songs like “Forest Fire” and the toe-tapping number “Cody’s Dream.” Pickerel’s
baritone voice and swinging feet resemble
the early years of Elvis on stage. His steel
guitar created an old country-western
comfort feeling that came across on my
personal favorite song of the night, “One
More Cup of Coffee.” He closed with
kind words about Star’s talents and how
fortune he is to share the stage with her.
The crowd roared as Star Anna and
the Laughing Dogs took stage. Star, and
her band, Justin Davis, lead guitarist and
backup vocalist, Travis Yost on drums,
Keith Ash on bass and Ty Baillie on keys
are quickly gaining fame and will put Ellensburg on the map.
A new, highly anticipated third album
will be released this March. It was recorded in Seattle’s Studio Litho, famously
used by Death Cab for Cutie. Four of the
tracks will feature Pearl Jam’s Mike McCready. The record is recorded mostly
live, which makes a huge statement about
the amount of talent the band carries and
pulls off on stage.
Star Anna has that tough girl vibe,
with her Ghostbusters T-shirt and leather
boots on. Her story of a small town girl
who made her debut in local coffee shops
after teaching herself to play guitar makes
her worth watching.
In 2007, she was voted by Seattle’s
Sound Magazine as Best New Artist and
won Best Female Vocals, appearing in the
magazine’s “Next Big Thing” cover next
to Brandi Carlile and Sera Cahoone.
After playing at last year’s Seattle mu-

JESSICA MASSART

ROCKIN’ OUT! Main singer Star Anna and the Laughing Dogs open up with their
first number at Raw Space for family and the local community.

sic festival Bumbershoot her career is sure
to be headed in a very successful direction.
“Her band, the Laughing Dogs, frame
Anna’s impassioned voice in an Americana embrace that elevates and underlines
the singer’s delightful mix of sweet sincerity and husky gravity. When it comes to
dulcet sounds, Star Anna is among the
ripest around,” Shawn Telford, from the
seattlepi.com wrote.
Star’s voice commands you to listen
with a distinctive husky country-rock
twang sound. Her long set-list included
songs from her two previous albums
“Crooked Path” and “The Only Thing
that Matters” and mixed in a few from the
upcoming album.
Her presence on stage is full of energy as the electric rock-infused sound sets
the pace. Star’s lyrics are about dark sole

searching, home and deep family connections which make the listeners feel as if
they know her.
Star wails on songs such as “Hawks on
a Pole,” which contains lyrics such as “My
body just aches with a longing that takes
control/And this daily search for relief is
taking its toll/We keep looking in all the
wrong places to ease our soul.” Her more
famous songs such as “Spinning On My
Wheels” and “Through the Winter” got
the crowd singing along.
Her vocals left me in awe in the song
inspired by her family, “We’re all in This
Together.” She ﬁnished breathless, down
on her knees, as if she had just poured her
entire heart into the mic.
Star Anna and the Laughing Dogs are
making their mark on the Northwest music scene and are deﬁnitely a must-see.

Taking care of business
is what they do, everyday
BY CHRIS CHRISTENSEN

Staff Reporter

CAITLIN CROMPE

TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS Jackie Johnson, Director of Career Services
speaks upon Business Club Members

T H E
February 17
THE ART & ADRENALINE
OF JASON HUMMEL
SURC 137B
7:30 PM
FREE

S C O O p
FEBRUARY 17

LAUGH LAB WITH
ANTHONY CALDERON
RAW SPACE
9 PM
$5

Most college students look to land a
future career after graduating. Central’s
Business Networking Club helps its members do just that, while building a contact
list and increasing self-conﬁdence.
The main goals of the club are to educate and inspire students and members
to communicate more, learn more and
become more by getting them connected
with the right people through networking.
“The Networking club is an extensive
organization that promotes connections,
develops and enriches leaders and is a
channel for our campus to address important issues and meet the challenges
of a diverse and dynamic region,” Whitney Hahn, club president said. “This is a
great way to introduce students to other
students who might have the same interests as them.”
The Networking Club’s purpose is to
create an interactive environment for students to learn, grow and build powerful

FEBRUARY 18

ROMAN HOLIDAY
AND HEAVY METAL
MULLETT
RAW SPACE
8 PM
$5

relationships and contacts that will bring
success to each student’s life.
“The Business Networking Club helps
members connect with people in the ﬁelds
that they want to pursue after graduation,” Sarah Dallosto, club member said.
“It’s not what you know, it’s who you
know.”
The club strives to bring a diverse
group of individuals together to attend
and plan events, with the goal of getting
a job after college. This includes getting
guest speakers to attend meetings, doing fundraising for the club and events at
Central.
In the past, the Networking club sponsored a Top Chef event in which three
chefs, including Central’s Chef KC,
demonstrated how to make some of their
favorite dishes, which were served at the
event.
For fall 2010, the club is planning retreats, community events that help local
businesses, past alumni speakers, workshops on and off campus and local celebrity guests and political ﬁgures.

FEBRUARY 17-19
DR. BETTY EVANS
ORIGINAL PLAY FESTIVAL
MCCONNELL
AUDITORIUM
7:30 - 9:30 PM
$5 STUDENTS
$8 GENERAL

FEBRUARY 23

KURT MCCANLESʼ
TWO-WHEELED
ADVENTURE
SURC 137
7:30 PM
FREE
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Expressing her love of family and their importance
BY KELSEE DODSON - CARTER

Staff Reporter

Hidden within Michealson Hall is a
tiny room ﬁlled with a lot of love, passion
and support for families: the Family Resource Center (FRC). The FRC discovers
the needs of families on and off campus
and ﬁnds ways to fulﬁll them. The center
works with families any way that it can,
assisting them as much as possible in order to help them be successful in life.
The FRC coordinates with various
centers across campus and the community. By doing so, the FRC is able to reach
out to many more families than it could
on its own.
However, the FRC would not be coordinating with anyone as well as it currently is without its Program Coordinator,
Nan Doolittle. Although her title at the
FRC is program coordinator, she is much
more than that.
Her kindness can be felt as soon as you
step into the FRC. The room is ﬁlled with
positive energy and the feeling that you
belong.
“She is so caring,” said Jake Merrill,
junior public relations major. “She understands what it takes to make this place

successful.”
Merrill believes that Doolittle has the
abilities and the skills to be a great leader
and that’s what makes the FRC so successful.
Doolittle enjoys working with people.
She loves to provide structure for students
to develop and create new ideas. Promoting self and team leadership among students is what she believes in.
“Listening to people’s stories is a passion of mine [as is] learning how the FRC
can best serve them,” Doolittle said.
She cherishes the collective buzz
among FRC students. Which, as she describes it, is when a whole group is on,
solving and ﬁnding solutions to problems
together.
It should be no surprise that family is
the most important thing in Doolittle’s
life.
“I have a small family but we are
very close, despite living in four different
states,” she said.
She explains that her family has always been there for her, especially when
she endured the death of her only child.
Her daughter passed away from cancer at
age 31. She left behind two grandchildren
who Doolittle absolutely adores.

Outside of the FRC Doolittle enjoys a
variety of hobbies that keep her busy. She
loves nature and the outdoors. She enjoys
hiking, kayaking and gardening. Finding
more ways to be environmentally aware
and ways to help and respect the earth is
something she is passionate about. She
is also an expressive arts therapist - any
form or expression that humans can make
that leads to healing such as dance and
musical performances.
Doolittle is an inspiration to everyone
around her while she also inspires them
and the people that she works with. One
person that sticks out to her the most is a
student mother of several children. Doolittle loves to hear her story about how
challenging, exhausting and difﬁcult juggling school, family, work and marriage
are. This student mom has also been
fairly ill this year but is still managing to
maintain a high GPA.
“She is pivotal and inspiring to other
FRC parents,” Doolittle said.
Doolittle says people who are dreamers and people who have the courage to
know and be themselves inspire her, espeJOEY LEBEAU
cially people who have come through real
trauma and have been able to persevere. ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE Nan Doo“That’s why I love to come to work.”
little gives encouragment to her staff.

Seven steps Central provides to land students a job
BY RACHEL RODDY

STEP no.4

Staff Reporter

With the quarter is more than half over, and three weeks remain, four including
ﬁnals week. With that, particularly for those graduating, comes the question of how
and where to ﬁnd a job. Despite the challenge of today’s economic decline, there are
options.
Central offers several resources for students seeking employment on campus.

STEP no.1

The ﬁrst is the Student Employment
Ofﬁce located in Barge Hall, room 103,
where helpful brochures sit on the front
desk. Included is information on how to
go to the Central homepage and look
under “Employment” for the latest job
openings.
Job boards are located in Barge Hall
and in the SURC, additional resources
and ways to be aware of what positions
are available across campus. According the Student Employment brochure,
“Open jobs that begin Fall Term are
posted for the upcoming year as early
as Spring quarter, and new postings are
maintained throughout the year.”

STEP no.2

The best time to look for a job on campus are the two weeks before a new quarter
starts, to be ahead of the rush of students that will apply at the end of the quarter.
Central hires over 3,000 student employees each year.

STEP no.3
Students seeking employment off
campus can contact the Career Services
ofﬁce located in Barge 204.
Jaqualyn Johnson, director of career
services. She highly recommended that
students come in with a “tight, cohesive
resume” with what students have accomplished at Central, and four to ﬁve
years before, to help the counselors better direct the student.

Give them the gift that’s SMART

The NEW
DROID X
by Motorola

In Our Opinion It’s

THE BEST

Smartphone

"Your Local Answer Guys" LET US HELP YOU GET CONNECTED

235-5511

754-1377

•

• Cheney

Providing a cover letter is also a wellworth idea as employer’s today are looking to see if students are able to write
them.
“Try to be as speciﬁc as possible,”
Johnson said. “Everyone will be using
the same words set yourself apart.”

925-5511

• Ellensburg

9 Basin St NW • Ephrata • www.bittwireless.com

Requires data pkg. Offers and coverage not available everywhere. Network details and coverage maps at verizonwireless.com. © 2010 Verizon Wireless
DROID is a trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. and its related companies. Used under license.

STEP no.7

The Wildcat Career Network is
available online for students who want
to post their resumes and search for
available jobs. Signing up is free.

STEP no.5
Career Services Ofﬁce offers students the chance to come in for mock
interviews, to strengthen their skills and
better prepare them for the job world
outside of campus grounds.

STEP no.6
Career fairs, which happen periodically throughout the quarter, are also
good events to attend to see what upcoming jobs there might be either on
campus or off. Attendance is free and
students will get a chance to speak with
potential employers and get a feel for
possible job outlets that best suit what
they are looking for. Bringing along a
resume and cover letter is highly recommended.
“You have to prepare and put the
time in for the job you want,” Johnson
said.

Job searching can be discouraging, but pursuing individual passion both inside and
outside of college and not resigning to working behind a customer service desk after
graduation will open up many doors.
Even though it may take awhile to get there, dedicated measures of research and
perseverance will be the factor to turn everything into the dream position about.
“Do what you love,” Johnson said. “Believe in yourself. Don’t give up.”
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RHA leader keeps Central active
Sara Healas looks to start new student programs on campus
Staff Reporter

Every student-run organization needs
student leaders and RHA is no exception,
said Sara Healas, a senior and executive
vice president and national communications coordinator for RHA, “I’m really
lucky to be a part of all of this.”
The RHA of Central is the largest student-run organization on campus. With
hundreds of students living in residence
halls, this group provides positive outlets
for student involvement while living on
campus.
RHA is comprised of 21 smaller Residence Hall Leadership Councils (RHLC).
Each RHLC represents one of the dormitories on campus. RHA is responsible for
programs like the “See-saw-a-thon” and
“Mr. and Ms. Central,” among others.
Central’s chapter of RHA is part of
the Paciﬁc Afﬁliate of College and University Residence Halls (PACURH),
which is one of eight regions within the
National Association of College and University Residence Halls, Inc.
The NACURH is the largest student
run organization worldwide.
Healas got involved her freshmen year
as a RHLC vice president of Kamola
Hall. She was inspired to get involved in
RHA after a former resident assistant encouraged her. Her RA talked about both
RHA and National Residence Hall Honorary (NRHH) and how it was a great opportunity to become a leader on campus.
“I knew that I wanted to be involved so

I ran for Kamola’s RHLC vice president.
Healas has been involved with housing
Then in February, RHA elections were for many years and continues to because
coming up and I decided that I wanted of the people she gets to work with.
to take my hall involvement a step fur“I have met so many wonderful people
ther and run for RHA’s vice president/ and they are the ones that keep me gonational communications coordinator,” ing,” Healas said. “I get to work with all
Healas said. “Thankfully, I was elected. I different types of leaders and they are all
then ran again last year because I love my fantastic. I actually have met almost all of
job and knew I could do even more in my my closest friends at Central from RHA.”
position.”
Healas is involved in much more that
As vice president, Healas overlooks just RHA on campus. She is an active
various committees including academic member of NRHH and the vice presiand social commitdent of the Pre-Veteritees. Additionally, she
I knew that I wanted nary Club. She’s also in
calls elections and
the Science Honors Reto be involved so I ran search Program and was
proceeds in the presifor Kamola’s RHLC a member of the Science
dents place while absent.
vice president. Then Talent Expansion ProHealas’s job as
in February, RHA elec- gram.
national communicaThis
21-year-old
tions were coming up Hannah Montana lover
tions coordinator involves participation in
and I decided that I is currently planning a
regional and national
wanted to take my hall campus-wide program
discussions with other
“Sexapalooza.”
involvement a step called
national communica“I am super excited,
further ...
tions coordinators.
and I hope that it beSARA HEALAS comes a staple program
She also works with
Executive VP RHA for RHA.”
PACURH Regional
Board of Directors as
She’s
collaborating
well as choosing delwith the Wellness Center
egates to attend leadership conferences for the upcoming event, taking place early
both regionally and nationally.
March.
Healas has been to ﬁve leadership conGraduating this spring with her BA in
ferences with two more this year. In addi- Biology she will begin her master’s studies
tion, she was honored with the National in biology at Central in the fall.
Communications Coordinator of the
Her goal is to have her research pubYear Award and also sits on the regional lished and obtain her Ph.D.
committee for PACURH.

“
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DJs bring electronic
music to Ellensburg
BY BEN CONNER

Staff Reporter

Two Central juniors are pooling their
resources to bring live electronic music to
Ellensburg every Friday, for free.
Bass Face is an exciting new series of
electronic shows at Grants Pizza, each of
which featuring resident DJs Laughing
Fox and Alpenglo, who are Cameron Jessup, junior ﬁlm and video studies major,
and David Peniston, junior graphic design
major.
“We’re both completely nuts about
electronic music,” Jessup said. “We’re trying to bring some new life to Ellensburg
and dispel the myth that all [electronic
music] is techno.”
In addition, each show will feature a
guest DJ. The ﬁrst show, tomorrow at 9
p.m., is a Dubstep showcase featuring Seattle DJ Noisemaker - who blogger Shilo
Urban calls “a sweet, sticky treat.” Future
shows will showcase subgenres like Drum
and Bass, Electro and Techno.
“There’s really something for everyone,” Jessup said.
Jessup and Peniston frequently visit the
thriving northwest underground electronic scene. “We’ve made friends in many
places, and we have a lot of great talent
coming out,” Jessup said.
A House Music showcase on March
11 will feature acclaimed DJs Ramiro and
Deep Vibez, members of the well-known
electronic music label Uniting Souls Music.
Join the Bass Face Facebook group for
updates and then mark your calendars for
pool, dancing, dollar beers and a night of
free entertainment.
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SPORTS
Sports Editor

Kevin Proctor cwuobserversports@gmail.com

WHITE OUT

Central pushes win
streak to 11 games,
dismantles SPU on
regional television

at least 10 points.
“We were able to capitalize on our
runs,” Johnson said.
Saturday, the Wildcats hosted MSUB,
where they had an 84-72 victory. MSUB
came into the game with a record of
5-16 and 3-11 with the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference (GNAC).
The first half was a battle between
BY BRYCE HJALSETH
the
two teams going on scoring runs.
Sports Reporter
The Wildcats were able to go into halfThe Central Washington men’s bas- time with a 39-31 lead; helping to get
ketball team has now won their last 11 that was Central shooting 7-10 from
games straight, as they hosted Seattle three-point range.
Pacific University (SPU) and Montana
Central played solid in the second
State University Billings (MSUB) earlier half. They maintained the lead with
this week in two convincing wins.
near double digits for the majority of it.
The week started off Wednesday MSU was able to cut the lead to three
when Central hosted at the time sec- points but Central ended any hope by
ond-place SPU, who had been coming going on a 15-0 run and sealing the vicoff an eight-game win-streak.
tory.
SPU jumped out to a quick lead on
“I thought Billings played as good
the Wildcats as they went up 9-3 with as they’ve played in awhile,” said head
just under fifteen minutes left in the first coach Greg Sparling. “Teams like that
half. Central saw its first
have a tendency to
lead of the game with
when they are on
When a team quit
9:27 left in the in the first
the bottom but they
half and maintained the starts punching us
fought.”
lead for the remainder in the mouth, we
Berry led in scoring
of the game. The Wildwith a game-high 24
cats entered halftime start picking it up.
points, marking his fifth
ahead of SPU 33-24.
time this season that he
In the first half, Cenhas scored twenty or
HUMBERTO PEREZ
tral was able to record 5
more points in a game.
Senior Guard
blocked shots compared
He also recorded five
to zero for SPU. The Wildcats also had rebounds and four assists.
6 steals compared to SPU who had one.
“We were way more aggressive offenCentral started the second half the sively,” Berry said. “I tried to be aggressame way they began the first half, slow sive, stop passing it, get good looks and
and out of sync. SPU held the Wildcats take them.”
without a point until almost five minutes
Senior guard Chris Scott knocked
into the half, narrowing the lead to only down 15 points and recorded four steals.
a two-point margin.
Also scoring in double digit figures
“We started off slow,” said senior was senior center Chris Sprinker with
guard/forward Jamar Berry. “But we 13 and Johnson with 11.
are finding a way, I’ll say it every game,
“This team has a switch,” Sparling
we are finding a way.”
said. “Where people get within four to
Central responded with a 6-0 run to six of us, then they push it to 10 to 12.”
gain an eight-point lead. The Wildcats
The Wildcats have now improved
played tough defense for the remainder their record to 20-2 with a record of
of the game and maintained a double- 13-1 within GNAC play. This marks the
digit lead for the majority of it, finishing fourth twenty win season in Sparling’s
with a score of 63-53.
16 years with Central.
“When a team starts punching us in
“One of our mottos in our locker
the mouth, we start picking it up,” said room is, ‘All we do is win,’” Scott said.
senior guard Humberto Perez. “We are “I don’t want to sound cocky, but we are
like ‘OK we need to start playing.’”
confident right now.”
Four Wildcat players reached double
Central will take on last place Simon
digit points. Berry had a team-high 14 Fraser University on Saturday, before
points. Perez, senior guard Drew Harris returning home next week for the final
and junior forward Jody Johnson all had two regular season games.

“

“

JEFF BAYLEY

Chris Scott earns GNAC
Player of the Week Honors

KEN STANTON

SUPER SUB Senior guard Chris Scott
leads the fastbreak against MSUB.

Usually the GNAC Player of the Week
is reserved for starters, for a player that
plays most of the minutes from start to
finish. Don’t tell that to sixth man senior
guard Chris Scott.
Scott earned his first career GNAC
Player of the Week after Central took
down second place Seattle Pacific, followed by MSU Billings. Scott totaled just
19 points in two games, but provided a
defensive spark for the Wildcats, forcing
several turnovers. Central forced a total
of 32 turnovers overall as a team.
Scott ranks sixth on the team in scoring, averaging 8.4 points per game off the
bench. Earlier this year, Scott poured in
a career high 20 points at Alaska University Jan. 27. Two games later, Scott toped
that by torching Northwest Nazarene on
Feb. 5 for 23 points on 8-15 shooting in
31 minutes of action.
Scott has been an intricate part of the
Wildcats success this season. Central is
20-2 overall and two games away from
securing a number one seed in the conference tournament.

KEN STANTON

SLAMA’ JAMA’ (Above) Senior guard Drew Harris lays in a basket in front of a
sold out crowd against SPU. (Below) Junior forward Jody Johnson puts down a twohanded jam against MSU Billings.
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Lady Wildcats fall to last place SFU Mack, Hogan
BY PETER MALATH

Sports Reporter

After finishing last weekend with a
moral boosting win on Feb. 5 over Alaska
Fairbanks University (AFU) before heading on the road, that momentum could
not last as the Wildcat women’s basketball
team lost the first of two away games on
Thursday at the hands of Montana State
University Billings (MSUB) 59-48.
It was a revenge for the Yellowjackets
who lost to the Wildcats 81-71 in Ellensburg on Jan. 15 and at the same time
ending a three-game losing streak to the
Wildcats who are now 7-13 overall and
2-11 in Great Northwest Athletic Conference (GNAC) while AFU improved their
own standing to 12-9 overall and 8-5 in
the GNAC.
Despite a team-high 14 points from junior forward/guard Sophie Russell, the
Wildcats could not withstand the pressure
down low from the Yellowjackets who

out-rebounded Central 60-36.
The Wildcats trailed for the entire game
despite keeping the
lead in close proximity in the first half to
go on break trailing
23-22, as a result of
a 12-3 run which began with 8:51 on the
clock.
The Yellowjackets’ win came behind #32 Sophie
the 22 points and 10
Russell
rebounds from Jenny
Heringer and right hand support from
her teammates Bobbi Knudsen who had
10 points, as Kayla Ryan added 9, points
and 12 rebounds.
On Saturday, the Wildcats met Seattle
Pacific University hoping to leave the
memories of Montana at the boarder before coming back to Washington. Unfortunately that did not go well as the Wildcats fell to the Falcons 79-58 at Brougham

Pavilion. They registered back-to-back
losses on the road and fell to 7-14 overall
and 2-12 GNAC with the host climbing to
15-7 overall and 9-5 conference.
The biggest news of the week for women’s basketball was their loss to last place
Simon Fraser University.
Two of the worst teams in the GNAC
met up and played quite an evenly
matched game. But despite being so close
in all the offensive categories, the Wildcats
could not match the last three points as
they lost 64-61.
Offensive leaders included Russel with
13 points, Amanda Moser with 12 and
Alisha Love with 11.
In an hectic week that had three games
on the card in five days for the Wildcats,
they come back home to host the visiting
Simon Fraser University who are 5-13
overall, and (2-11 GNAC) in a game that
look to be a tie breaker for the postseason at the Nicholson Pavilion on Monday,
Feb. 14 at 7 p.m.

New Beginnings
Baseball looks to
rebound from
tumultuous season
BY MACKENZIE NICHOLS

Sports Reporter

Now that the Wildcat’s are home from
their six-game California Tournament,
it’s all about progress and a positive outlook on the season.
The first two days of the tournament
were looking grim with Central opening
against California State University Stanislaus with a 4-inning stalemate ending
in a 9-3 loss and another 12-4 loss with
a second game, despite solid efforts put
forth by the team.
However, on the third day, Central
found their focus and turned heads with
their eight-run second inning and their
first victory over California State University East Bay at Pioneer Field. The team
ended the tournament with another ripping 12-2 victory over East Bay on Sunday and a solid 3-3 record start to the
season.
New players showed talent and ambition during the California Competition.
Sophomore catcher David Leid was 3-5
with three RBI in the last game against
Cal State East Bay, a strong start to his
Central baseball career.
“The California trip went well,” Leid
said. “We saw some good competition.
Stanislaus was the best competition we’ve
seen so far.”
Junior Derrick Webb also showed
promise as a new Wildcat going 3-4 with
two RBI in the Sunday South Bay game.
“It felt like the team actually played
very good,” Webb said. “Good defense,
good pitching, good hitting. The first two
games were good to get under the belt
and then the last four games we played
well, hit well,” Webb said.
Head coach Desi Storey agrees with
Webb.
“We had good offense, the pitching was
surprisingly strong, good defense as well
and not any errors which we’re proud of,”
Storey said.
This is big change compared to last
year’s teams that were on the field for the
wrong reasons, causing the team’s season
to be slightly disappointing.
“I think people are going to underestimate us this year, because we had such a
poor year last year,” Storey said. “We just

NATE WALLEN

WILEY VETERAN Senior Jake Millbauer returns for his fourth season in a Central
uniform. He is the longest tenured Wildcat on a squad full of young players this year.

got a lot of new guys and it’s looking good
for us, so I feel like we all feel like we’re
going to play good and have high expectations this year.”
Leid agrees and thought that their team
should have been ranked higher in the
pre-season’s coach’s poll.
“I feel we should at least rank top two,”
Leid said. “We have a lot of junior college
transfer guys and we’re pretty stacked as
far as pitching, our offense is unstoppable
and we’re swinging it well.”
“So far things are looking promising for
Central. “[The team’s] more talented and
they have better chemistry. They’re good
guys here for the right reasons,” Storey
said. “They’ve worked hard, we have a
good core and a higher caliber of guys.”
Despite all this optimism, Central was
picked to finish fourth in the GNAC, right
before Montana State Billings, who they
tied with for fourth last year.

“Polls don’t mean anything,” Storey
said. “Throw out the poll, go to work.”

Chris Palmer named GNAC
Co-Pitcher of the Week
Senior pitcher Palmer Brown was named
Great Northwest Athletic Conference Player
co-Pitcher of the Week.
Brown earned his first
victory over Cal State
East Bay last Saturday.
#33 Palmer Brown allowed one run
on six hits in six innings.
Brown
Brown was primarily
used as a relief pitcher last year, but will
be counted as a part of the rotation this
year. The 6-3 right hander is the first Central Wildcat to earn Player of the Week
honors since Andrew Snowdon in 2009.

lead ‘Cats at
UW Open

BY ADRIANA ZAZULA

Sports Reporter

The Central track and field team
took on the Huskies and many other
competitors from all NCAA divisions at
the UW Open Meet on Sunday.
Even before the meet had commenced, certain standards had to be
met to compete. Due to the large turnout for a smaller arena, athletes must
submit their times and marks to either
be approved or put on the alternate list.
The meet spanned over 13 hours and
within each hour there were minutes
and even seconds that brought CWU
track members closer to their goals.
Sophomore hurdler Anthony Hogan was true to his
word and came back
to UW and perform
the way he knew he
could. He ran the
60-meter
hurdles
with a time of 8.32
seconds, which is the
Anthony
second fastest time
Hogan
in Great Northwest
Athletic Conference (GNAC) history.
All this was done by an improvement of
a mere fraction of a second, from a time
of 8.32, which placed him second in the
conference records, to 8.31 seconds.
Junior sprinter Bryan Mack also established himself as a strong competitor when he tied for second in the men’s
60-meter dash with an impressive time
of 6.97 seconds. He is also the current men’s Athlete of the Week for the
GNAC.
Another notable moment and top
three finish for the men’s track team
was the 4x400 meter relay group who
took first in their heat with a time of
3 minutes and 27.5 seconds, which
earned them third place overall. The
four-man team consisted of sophomore
Kyle Fremd, junior Ryan Eidsmoe,
sophomore Zach Armstrong, and junior
Colin Alexander.
Three distance runners were able to
secure a qualifying time at the meet on
the UW track. Eidsmoe hit the provisional mark in the men’s 1600-meter
run, as did junior distance runner Manuel Santos in the 3000-meter race.
On the women’s side, freshman
distance runner Taylor Kartes also
achieved a provisional mark for the
women’s 800-meter race and improved
her previous time by eight seconds.
“Our group of distance runners, for
the most part, had a very solid day,”
Head track and field coach Kevin Adkisson said.
For the women’s track team, some
highlights were seen in the field events.
Senior thrower Jordan Stueckle claimed
a spot in the GNAC all-time top ten for
the weight throw with a finishing mark
of 49 feet, 11 inches.
This distance earned her the seventh
best mark in conference history, though
she placed 14th overall in Sunday’s
competition. Fellow senior thrower Tori
Self and Stueckle placed in the top ten
in the women’s shot put—ninth and
tenth respectively.
Members of the Central track team
will be taking these achievements in
stride as they head to Nampa, Idaho for
the GNAC championships on Friday
and Saturday.
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WEST SIDE STORY

KEN STANTON

KEN STANTON

SMOOTH SENIORS (Left) Senior point guard Drew Harris penetrates against Montana State’s defense. (Right) Senior forward Jamar Berry overpowers a MSU Billings
defender. Both players are transfers from a year ago. Harris leads the team in assists and steals, while Berry is the leading scorer for the Wildcats at just over 16 points a game.

Senior transfers
bring Seattle-Tacoma
area talents to
Central basketball
BY CAMBREE BENETUA

Sr. Sports Reporter

Peanut butter and jelly, milk and
cookies and Jamar Berry and Drew
Harris are all flawless combinations, especially when Berry and Harris hit the
basketball court.
Both scoring in the double digits in recent games, this dynamic duo has been
lighting up the basketball court, helping
Central hit record-breaking highs that
haven’t been seen for 12 years.
Right now the men’s basketball team
is top ranked in the NCAA Division II
West Region with an overall record of
20 wins and only two losses this season.
But what makes these two tick? Both
Berry and Harris have charismatic personalities on and off the court, which
they believe is a key element to their
success.
Berry is a guard and forward on the
court, but off, a senior business major
originally from Tacoma who transferred
to Central from Chaminade University
in Honolulu, but had to sit out a year
before getting a chance to play.
His basketball career and life were
threatened when he fell victim to a
shooting incident last summer that has
shaped him into the person he is today.

Height: 6-5
Weight: 200
Points: 16.1
Field Goal: 51%
Rebounds: 4.8
Steals: 1.5

Height: 6-0
Weight: 170
Points: 9.9
3-point: 40%
Assits: 4.2
Steals: 1.9
#12 Drew
Harris
“Things happen. I was just at the
wrong place, at the wrong time, with
the wrong people,” Berry said. “I almost
lost my life that night and since that day
it has helped me to become a smarter,
wiser person and has definitely changed
me. I love life way more.”
The doctors said he might not be able
to play again, ending his basketball career he had built from the sixth grade,
but he defied the odds and is now averaging 16.1 points a game.
What motivates him and gives him a
positive outlook is all the negativity he’s
seen in his lifetime.
“I use all the negative things that
I’ve seen in my life and that I’ve been
around because I’ve been around nothing but negative as idols,” Berry said.
“Those are the things that inspire me
to do better. My family had ups and
downs, drinkers, drugs and I use them
as stepping-stones to let me be better. I
always wanted to be better than what
I’ve seen in my life.”
That’s what his future hopefully holds
for him. He hopes to pursue owning his
own business to help the community he
grew up in and to make a positive im-

#1 Jamar
Berry
pact on an overall negative atmosphere.
“I want to open a Boys and Girls
Club or a barbershop. I’m kind hearted.
I might not look like it, but I’m kind
hearted,” Berry said.
Drew Harris is a point guard, a senior
sociology major, a Yakima native, and
a transfer student from Seattle University. In his first year playing at Central
he has also made his mark on the Wildcat basketball team, but his skill on the
court is definitely not what defines him.
Harris has played basketball since the
first grade, but family has been a huge
part of what makes Harris stand out.
Getting to play close to home in Ellensburg, Central has made him closer
to his family and allows them be more
involved in his basketball career.
“Family is big for me. I look up to all
the people in my family, my elders and
coaches I think that’s helped become
who I am,” Harris said.
His future goals outside of basketball
are tentative, but he has some ideas that
could take him to another level.
“I really like the real estate area but
with the current housing situation it
might not go as well as I would think,”

Harris said. “I’d also really love to get
into coaching, but who really knows
right now.”
His uplifting personality and selflessness off the court is carried out into his
games and with his teammates in all
elements of the men’s basketball atmosphere.
“Your point guard is always your
leader,” Berry said. “All the point guards
I’ve ever played with are selfish and he’s
far from that. He’s a pass first guy and
gets everyone else involved, that’s just
who he is. My unselfishness comes from
playing with him.”
You can tell by his statistics he focuses
on assisting his teammates and stealing
the ball away from the opponent rather
than going straight for the hoop.
“I’m very unselfish, I take a lot of
pride in that,” Harris said.
When you put the two together they
are connected by more than just similarities like being left handed or being
first year transfer student athletes. They
posses a chemistry that when combined
with the rest of the team has them dominating their opposition time and time
again.
“I’m a point guard, and he’s my wing
so we play really well off each other and
we’re both left handed which is kind of
weird, you don’t see that much in basketball but he knows how to play off me
and I always find him when he runs the
floor,” Harris said.
They attribute a lot of their success
to their friendship on and off the court.
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“Off the court we hang out a lot, I think
because we get along so well, it helps our
team a lot,” Harris said. “The fact is, we
can give each other constructive criticism
but we never get down on each other, we
always pick each other up and share a
common goal, winning.”
“It doesn’t matter how much talent
you have if you don’t have chemistry. We
always figure it out and come together,”
Berry said.
If you have seen these two together it
comes as no surprise that they are both
jokers and constantly poking at each other for harmless entertainment, for themselves and also to get laughs out of everyone around them.
“Jamar’s always talking” Harris said.
Their relationship runs thicker than the
wooden court in Nicholson Pavilion.
“I talk a lot OK, the thing is he can yell
at me, and cuss me out and I’ll cuss him
out and then we’ll go eat after practice,”
Berry said.
“I think that’s key to why we work so
well on the court,” Harris said.
Now with only five games left in the
season, three at home, they prepare for
what could be one of the biggest events
in their lives.
“The goal is to win a national championship, but we got to win the next game
first, its hard not to think about it though,
but who doesn’t think about winning,”
Harris said.
After their best start in 30 years they
don’t want to get too ahead of themselves.
“I think that last time we got caught up
in the future we lost a game and as you
know we only have two losses this year and
right now we feel like we could be undefeated,” Berry said. “Now we just focus on
the next game, we got bigheaded last time
and we were number five in the nation,
that lasted like two days, were just trying
to take it one day at a time, we could host
playoffs if we just take our time.”
With fingers crossed and hopes held high
they keep the goal of winning the GNAC
and then playoffs, which could potentially
be held here at Nicholson Pavilion.
Another opportunity the Wildcat team
might have if they continue with their
success is to host the west coast regional’s
here at Central.
“We’re not playing for just ourselves
we’re playing for Central, and thank you
for the support, its been packed and I love
that,” Berry said.
They say a huge element to their success comes from their fans.
“I really love this environment. It’s welcoming and I really enjoy the people here
and how they embrace us as a team,”
Harris said.
“Thanks for the support and please
keep coming out.” Berry said.
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Softball prepares to defend GNAC title

NATE WALLEN

LETS GET IT STARED Starting pitcher Lauren Hadenfeld returns for her senior year after
dominating with a 2.26 ERA and 207 strikeouts as a junior. Central softball is coming off it’s best
season in school history in 2010, and will look to defend their conference crown.
BY DANNY SCHMIDT

Sports Reporter

Coming off of their best
season in school history, the
Central Washington women’s
softball team looks to repeat
their success this spring. If
they are going to do so, it will
be under a new head coach.
After 16 seasons, head coach
Gary Frederick is hanging
up his clipboard. The face of
Central softball resigned after
last season. His successor is not
new to Central. Mallory Holtman graduated from Central
in 2008, where she was on the
softball team. She has been
involved with Central for the
past eight years, including
coaching and as a student.
“I’m learning from what he
taught me, and trying to build
on it,” Holtman said. “They

know that I’m on board with
their goals. They know I’m
dedicated to the school. I want
Central to be the best it can
possibly be.”
For those not familiar with
Wildcat softball, you may not
know the name Holtman. However, you may remember a story
that ran in Sports Illustrated a
few years back, about two Central players carrying an injured
opponent around the bases.
This story was regarded as one
of the classiest acts of sportsmanship. Mallory Holtman was
one of the players who helped
carry the opponent.
Holtman will look to build
on the team’s recent success.
Central’s last two seasons have
been the best in school history.
Last season the Wildcats finished first place in the Great
Northwest Athletic Conference
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(GNAC) for the first time ever,
and coach Frederick captured
the Coach of the Year award.
The Wildcat’s season came to
an end with a loss in the regional championship game.
This season, Central will be
playing without the graduated
outfielder Danielle Monson,
who was a First Team AllAmerican last year. Coach
Holtman understands the difficulties of playing without
their former star.
“Last year we lost Danny in
playoffs and still won a couple
games,” Holtman said. “We
got a freshman who’s clocked
just as fast as Danny. Obviously you’re going to miss her, everyone’s always missed when
they leave, but we’ll adapt.”
Monson’s numbers will be extremely tough to lose. Last season Monson hit .511, and had

96 hits, 21 RBI, and a slugging
percentage of .559. Without
Monson, Central will be looking
for other faces to step up.
Senior first/third-baseman
Kelsey Haupert was named
to the All-American Second
Team last season. Haupert
ended her season with a .353
batting average, accompanied
by 18 long balls and 65 RBI.
She will be a key factor to the
success of Central this season.
“I’d like to improve on every
aspect on my game,” Haupert
said. “Make sure I can adjust to whatever other teams
have for me. We just need to
get some base hits. That was
[Monson’s] biggest aspect, was
getting on base almost every
time she was up. Just knowing
we have a target on our back
and having that mental approach that we can do this.”
This season Central is predicted to repeat as GNAC
champions. Being the defending champions, and the
favorites this season, Central
is sure to always give their opponents their best shot. Junior
first-baseman Natasha Wood
recognizes the challenges, but
believes Central still has what
it takes to repeat.
“We know that we need
to bring our top game every
game,” Wood said. “We got
a bunch of new really good
players and we still have a ton
of players from last year coming back. We’ll be able to take
on any team strongly.”
Central’s season began with
the Desert Stinger Classic in
Las Vegas. Central went 2-3 in
the five games. The wins were
over Grand Canyon University and Humboldt State, and
one loss was a stinger in extra
innings against the University
of Hawai’i at Hilo.
It is clear the team has work
to do but it is still early in the
season and adjustments can be
made. Wood knows that this is
only the beginning.
“We learned a lot from these
losses,” Wood said. “We’re going to work hard these next
two weeks and get ready.”
The Wildcats next game is
their GNAC opener, Feb. 26 in
Ellensburg against Simon Fraser at 1 p.m.

It’s time to start thinking about where you’re
going to live next year. Our hats are off to the students
who decide to make a difference in their academic success
by choosing to live on campus. University Housing and New
Student Programs will send you information that explains
how to apply for your residence hall room for 2011–2012.

Watch for it.

LLC/Theme Communities
Same Hall/Same Room
4UESDAY &EB  s  AMn PM
Different Room
4HURSDAYn&RIDAY &EB   s  AMn PM

All Residence Halls
(except LLC/Theme Communities)

Same Hall/Same Room
4UESDAY &EB  s  AMn PM
Same Hall/Different Room
Thursday–Friday, Feb. 17–18
 AM 4HURSDAY THROUGH  PM &RIDAY
Program Changes
4UESDAY &EB  s  AMn PM
Different Room
7EDNESDAYn&RIDAY &EB n
See lottery schedule

University Housing,
Wellness, and
New Student Programs
509-963-1831
www.cwu.edu/housing
Dining Services
509-963-1591
www.cwu.edu/~dining
CWU is an EEO/AA/Title IX Institution. TDD 509-963-2143

